Powerful cross-linker additive for high capacity
lithium ion batteries
Our additives and advanced binder technology boost the performance of silicon containing anodes delivering
increased capacity, extended cycle life and superior mechanical properties enabling high-energy lithium ion
batteries to be manufactured cost-effectively, lighter and more compact.

ANTEO X is a powerful additive that reinforces battery
binders, helping maximise performance of silicon
containing anodes.


Well suited for high energy and silicon rich anode
designs



Potential to improve cost efficiencies via minimising 		
inactive materials while maintaining performance levels



Provides substantial improvements in capacity retention
for silicon rich anodes

Benefits of ANTEO X cross-linker additive:


Performance improvement and cost reduction for silicon
rich anodes



In-situ cross-linking of electrode creating uniform
3D-network structure



Low-cost alternative to complex binder synthesis



Seamlessly integrates with existing manufacturing
process



Works with conventional and next-generation binder
chemistries



Water-based compound classified as non-dangerous
good

Conventional
anode slurry with
water-based binder

Addition of water-based
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ANTEO X is compatible with a wide range of binders
ANTEO X was demonstrated to cross-link a wide range of conventional as well as proprietary water-based binder
chemistries used in today’s and future anode production processes.
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Various water-based anode binders cross-linked with ANTEO X

ANTEO X improves mechanical properties of binder material
Effective cross-linking of a commercial PAA co-polymer
achieved:
1) An up to 56% increase in ultimate tensile strength
2) An increase in the elastic modulus of the base binder
Both points were previously demonstrated to correlate with
reduced anode expansion and enhanced battery performance
for silicon containing anodes.
ANTEO X offers a simple way to enhance the performance
of binders without the requirement for extensive chemical
synthesis.
Tensile strength test (commercial PAA co-polymer)

ANTEO X in >1000 mAh/g micro silicon anodes – Full cells

ANTEO X demonstrates substantial improvement in cycle life for silicon rich anodes in full cell testing
ANTEO X improves performance at every tested binder level in between 4% to 8%

Anode development and collaboration opportunities
Our mission is to help the industry extract the best performance out of binder chemistries
currently in the market.
AnteoTech is looking to establish partnerships to deliver outstanding results and products
to the industry and is seeking to develop commercial battery solutions.
ANTEO X samples are available for evaluation.

Contact us for further
information on
ANTEO X.

